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Abstrac t . Expressions for wave induced radial transport are derived allowing 
simple estimates. The transport is enhanced due to the presence of poloidal mag-
netostatic field and in the vicinity of the ion cyclotron resonance. The direction of 
the wave induced transport depends also on the wave polarization. 

1 Introduction 
Radio frequency current drive has been recently studied in connection with the 
concept of wave helicity (Ohkawa, 1989; Chan et al., 1990; Mett and Tataronis, 
1990: Kirov et al., 1991; Tataronis et al., 1991; Moroz et al.,1992). The current 
driven by waves may result even if no net momentum is imparted to the plasma. 
However, wave dissipation and/or plasma in homogeneity is necessary for the helicity 
wave current drive process. 

The purpose of this contribution is to estimate namely low frequency wave 
induced radial transport. Due to the presence of the poloidal magnetostatic field, 
ponderomotive forces acting not only in poloidal but also in toroidal directions may 
drive the toroidal current and ponderomotive forces acting both in poloidal and 
toroidal directions may drive the radial particle transport. This is similar to the case 
oř anomalous transport arising due to spontaneously excited waves, see reviews by 
hiewcr (1985) and Romanelli (1989). We naturally assume that the ponderomotive 
force in the radial direction is much smaller than the radial force due to the plasma 
thermal pressure gradient. 

The possibility of influencing the radial transport by radio frequency (RF) waves 
has been suggested by Klíma (1980); this idea has been further developed for a 
cylindrical two - fluids plasma model by Klíma and Petržilka (1980). Radio frequency 
flux control has been studied also by Inoue and Itoh (1980) and Fukuyama et 
al. (1982). An enhanced transport associated with the high power lower hybrid 
healing has been found by Sperling (1978), while specifically toroidal effects have 
been accounted for by Antoiisen and Yo.diioka (1986). The tiansport influenced 
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by RF field has been found in experiments by Demirkhanov et al. (19S1) and 
Kauschke (1992). We consider here a cylindrical model of cold plasma, which allows 
to obtain analytical expressions for ponder>motive forces and to elucidate the role 
of the poloidal magnetostatic field and of the wave polarization on the radial plasma 
transport. 

2 Wave Induced Radial Transport Velocity 

The radial component of the time averaged plasma mass velocity VA/ is given by 
the equation (5. 2) of (Klíma and Petržilka, 1980), 
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where we use cylindrical coordinates r,0,z, the symbol of averaging over the mag
netic surface is ommitted, B0 is the magnetostatic field, n0 the time averaged 
plasma density, F,(e) is the force acting on ions (electrons) given by the RF field, 
by collisional friction with neutral particles and by ionisation and recombination 
(see eq. (2. 5) of (Klíma and Petržilka, 1980)), шсф) > 0 is the electron (ion) 
cyclotron frequency, i/ф) = т~,\ is the electron (ion) collision frequency, Te is 
the electron temperature, 7J.(||) is the perpendicular (parallel) resistivity and p is 
the plasma pressure. Alternatively, also the coordinate system with unit vectors 
еГ,ех = ец x ег.ец = B0/B0 will be used. 

As we study a stationary state, the forces F, and F e fulfill the following equation 

^ | - e | | - ( v . 1 ? " ) = e„ . (V . i r ) -Fe | | , (2) 

where 
Va=1a + ™anoVa\Ju, (3) 

a — c.i, the superscript T means total, fa is essentially the thermal pressure tensor, 
«„и,) is the time averaged particle flux density. 

The ponderomotive forces F^e , , which are parts of the forces F,(e), are given by 
the equation (3. 5) and (3. 6) of (Klíma and Petržilka, 1980), 

и _ 2 [rdr \ и с0ч}£а J (4) 

Fa.e = £ ~ A»(ri"*.M -2r2 Re 
d_ 
dr (^w(^; + ^f) 

c„u. 
(5) 

where a = i,e, symbol.» denoting averaging over the polar angle 0 are omitted, Aa 

, is the RF power density absorbed by the given particle sort from the m,kz mode, 
ujpa is the Langmuir frequency, jaj are the oscillating currents and £, denotes the 
oscillating electric field of the wave. 
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In the following, we will consider the case of the wave propagation governed 
by the cold plasma dielectric tensor (,k (Ginzburg, 1960). When we express the 
oscillating currents in terms of the electric field of the wave, we obtain 

О 

+г^(а^ЕгЦ+а^ЕхЩ))), (6) 

*"* = E £ . - U ' - . » ' . * ; - - ) - ±Re[±{r^{n°rETE-T+a»xErE-x + ^xExE-x) 

+r^(a:[lErE^ + a^ExE-{))}., (7) 

where for the force acting on electrons we have 

< x = - ^ i í ( e ) + - ť r í í (0 , 

a'xx = T~ď&c) + -ff'i2<i), 
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Small terms proportional to me/mi are neglected. For the force acting on ions, 

<r = 5 - ^ 2 ( 0 + - * и ( е ) , 

A W Ш 

*xx = ^ « ( O - — °M* 
1 • , ,, 

('rii = Г^и^зз ' 

«,i| = Г '7»'7»- W 

Coefficients 0д(/?), 0jk(P) a r e defined in the Appendix. 
We note that also terms containing d/dr in (6) and (7) are zero without dissipa

tion. This is due to the averaging over the polar angle 0 and due to the assumption 
that all time averaged quantities are constant along the z - axis. 
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3 Relative Importance of Individual Terms in 
Transport Velocity 

For w' in the range u f u > > *jct. the ponderomotive force F ^ may be expressed in 
the following form: 

w- I r Or Zu-'tio ао(.0^'^ 

where symbols X and [| denote directions perpendicular and parallel to B 0 , respec
tively, and the following notation is used: 

J, = Ji + j'i = <*tkEk + *?k£k- (12) 

For B0j = 0. the unit vector ец coincides with e,. By using Maxwell equations, 
the last term in the brackets in equations (10), (11) may be put into following form 

JŤJ\\ = —<r-a{e)El(imB* ~ ikzB$ + iwt0fi0ET). (13) 

For Bn0 = 0 and Ez = 0, 

/felil x ЕЦ,, = Rc{^-o<[(e){E:B) + ̂ 2
e(e)(E-.E)] (14) 

A' = 12*е[-]Г<(№-В) + <(e)(E-.E)l (15) 

Terms proportional to (E' .B) and thus to the wave helicity (in gauge with zero 
scalar potential of the electromagnetic field) appear in equations (13 - 15). 

At frequencies comparable to the ion cyclotron frequency and below, the ponde-
romotivc forces may be transformed to the form analogous to (10 - 15). However, 
due to terms connected with the ion motion, the corresponding equations are more 
complicated. Let us study this case of low frequencies together with the effect of the 
poloida! magnetostatic field li„g in more details. We have in this range of frequencies 

- > . ^ > «Xll : °r | | : «rX
 : axX : °rr = 

Wet . "4U<:i{u2 -"li) . "lj(uJ2 - u £ ) _ П1,и)2
{(ш2 - u £ ) 

iu.;r _ III,<A;(C(U* - UJ2,) in,(u)2 - ы2,) _ т<и£(ш 2 -~<Ч?,) 

(16) 

'lin,^ mru!2 mru> 
(17) 
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It may be seen from (16 - 18) that яЧ and a'., are dominant for ions and eS. for 
electrons in the range of frequencies near and below the ion cyclotron frequency. 
However, terms proportional to £ц are multiplied by B.^/ B0 in the equation (1) for 
the radial transport velocity. This is in contrast to the equation for the wave driven 
current, equation (I. 2) in (Klíma and Petržilka. 19S0). where the corresponding 
term would be multiplied by Bo-/B0. 

We note that when 

^ • i - - / • ; » (i9) 

which may easily be the case (cf. equation (5. S) in (Klíma and Petržilka, 1980)), we 
may express \\ir in terms of Fe\\ from equation (1) simply by substitution according 
to equation (19). Again, symbols of averaging over the polar angle 0 are omitted 
in (19). In case the momentum imparted to the plasma by RF field is balanced by-
ions, e. g. . by collisions of neutrals with ions, the computation of V\fr by means of 
/-'«-ti nay be more straightforward. 

4 Conclusion 

The ponderomotive force, arising in plasi las as a result of RF wave injection at 
frequencies near and below the ion cyclotron frequency, may attain comparable 
values for the electron and for the ion fluids in this range of frequencies. The 
expressions for the corresponding radial transport have been derived. This transport 
ma'- be enhanced in the vicinity of the ion cyclotron frequency, as singular terms 
inverse proportional to u;2 — u;^ appear in the ponderomotive force acting on ions 
and also in the ponderomotive force acting on electrons. Such singular terms in the 
poncleromotive force acting on electrons are due to the presence of the ion velocity 
in the collisional force in the equation for the electron fluid motion. The resulting 
sign of the ponderomotive force term in the equation for the transport velocity V\jT 

depends also on the wave polarisation. 
Simple estimates show that the radial transport velocity is of the order of meters 

per second for dissipated power of one Megawatt per cubic meter for the plasma 
density Н)шпгГ3, tnagnetostatic field of 4 Tesla at radius of 1 meter for wavelengths 
of several cm or for the characteristic inhomogeneity length of several cm. However, 
such high values of the dissipated power due to collisions are not realistic in warm 
plasmas. So the next step in estimates of V\ir for plasmas of thermonuclear interest 
should be computations of V^jT with oscillating currents expressed by means of the 
warm plasma dielectric tensor c^. This will enable us to compare our model with 
that of Ueahara et, al. (1000), where changes of the radial transport have been 
r-ompnted due to the radial drift, caused by the toroidal momentum input and by 
the poloidal magncf.ostatic field. The model presented here may serve as a basis 
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for interpretation of experiments in cold plasmas, e. g. . for estimates of enhanced 
plasma losses from the magnetized plasma column found by Kaus<-hke (1992). 

To account for specifically toroidal (neoclassical) etfects. the »-'o fluids formalism 
used in this paper could be further developed for the physically intuitive four fluids 
model of Harvey and Dendy (1992). Then, the friction between trapped and passing 
particles would naturally appear in equation (2). 

Acknowledgment: Numerous discussions with R. Klíma are gratefully acknow
ledged. 

5 Appendix 

The oscillating currents j ^ are proportional t o the oscillating electric field E of the 

wave 

>„.< = < £ * . <* = «*С + <т£. (20) 

where the antihermitian coefficients for electrons are 

f ., ! 2 

'u - -

ď\7 = 

' t 1 2 \ ~ 22-

ILJ* 

б0агсе(*.'ре r 

2 2 ~ ^21 
J1 - и*. 

and the antihermitian coefficients for ions are 

2 2 
.1 ^ * f l .1 .1 CpH.Wp, 

" \ \ ~ ~ I 1 2 \ ~ ^221 ^33 — ~ •.-> i 
» ( w 2 - ^ ) 

The hermitian coefficients for electrons equal 

ffi'i = ďuic) + î'l (0 = 
to^lA^2 + f & ) t0t/u;^,(u;2-ccveu.-e,) _ м8 

(«*-«»)» + ( ^ - u ; 2
1 ) ( ^ - ^ c ) ~ < 7 " ' 

t(u/' - w£)' + i(u,* - u;2,)(u;2 - u £ ) " * « ' 

(21) 

(22) 

<T«2 = 5 T = - < 7 2 i - (23) 

where i/ is the electron - ion collision frequency and small terms proport ional to the 

elect run / ion mass rat io have been neglected. Final ly, the hermit ian coefficients for 
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ii-ns are 

»i'í = <""•'!(*)+ < 7 u( c ) = 
i n , ( a K j ; , ( u ; - f 4 ) , t,; ť~'',-(g.'* -u.v^Vi) _ ... 

' > 1 \ i "•" i -» J u i 2 \ 2 2 " 
ř ř i , ( u - - «.•*••)- ( w - - - ; ; , ) ( - . " - - : £ . ) 

<T'l2 = " u í * . + <TÍ'2(C) ~ 

. -» 2 \ i ' • / > 2 w "> 2 1 " 2 1 * 
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